SOLUTION

Analytics4NAV

VISUALISE THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR ORGANISATION
WITH ANALYTICS4NAV
If you want to continue being a successful organisation, then that requires efficient processes,
flexibility and innovative power. But how can you maintain these qualities in a structural way? That
starts with reliable reporting and analysis. Especially on your Microsoft Dynamics NAV data.
Unfortunately, creating and customising reports in MS Dynamics
NAV is a time-consuming activity. This while the true strength of
BI lies in providing rapid insight into your processes and KPIs.
Would it not be great if there were a solution that could give
you the right information at the right time, so you could always
be sure of making the right decisions? This solution exists:
Analytics4NAV from Ensior.

THE STORY BEHIND YOUR DATA

THE BENEFITS OF ANALYTICS4BUSINESS ONE

Analytics4NAV is a ready-to-use BI environment that integrates

•	A ready-to-use solution that is quickly implemented.

seamlessly with MS Dynamics NAV and is based on Microsoft

• Flexible data synchronization

BI technology, including Power BI. This environment gives you

• Direct insight into every aspect of the organisation.

instant insight into all processes within your organisation, such as

•	Easy consolidation and reporting across multiple

the performance of your sales team, progress in your production
department or the turnover rate of your creditors/debtors. You
bring data to life, as it were, swiftly exposing any new patterns,
distortions and opportunities.

administrations.
•	Intuitive to use, based on understandable and unambiguous
definitions.
•	Insight anywhere and at all times via desktop and mobile
devices.

HOW IT WORKS

• Also possible to add other data alongside MS Dynamics NAV.

Analytics4NAV combines information from different administrations from MS Dynamics NAV, without time-consuming data

OPT FOR RELIABLE DECISION MAKING

extractions and error-prone processing. Every information area

With Analytics4NAV you can say goodbye to piles of paper,

within your organisation has its own ‘cube’, where data is

complicated Excel sheets and separate reports. Instead, you can

structured in a well-organized way, in easy to understand busi-

visualise the performance of your organisation in a clear way,

ness terms. This means the compiling of analyses, monthly

based on all the information available. And that gives peace of

reports and dashboards can be done in just a few clicks. When

mind. You can easily get to the bottom of things, intervene

you want to know more about a specific trend or KPI within

faster and make better decisions. In short, it gives you all the

an analysis you simply zoom in on the details. Analytics4NAV

efficiency, flexibility and innovative power you need to stay on top.

means there are no more hidden processes. You are firmly in
the driving seat and can change course as the situation dictates

Want to know more? Feel free to contact us for a

and before it is too late.

demonstration!

ABOUT ENSIOR Ensior is the leading expert in Business Intelligence (BI), having built up a highly impressive track record since it started in
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2002. Ensior, which is derived from the word ‘ensure’, lets organisations get a grip on their processes and get the information they need on
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time. We give our clients a competitive edge by giving them proven BI technology and the benefit of our knowledge of business processes.
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Ensior’s commitment to quality and our pragmatic approach have given us an excellent reputation in the various markets we operate in.

The Netherlands

Our highly qualified professionals can provide efficient and reliable services. Ensior: Making Business Intelligence Work

Tel: +31 (0) 30 630 1052
www.ensior.com

